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Discussion

Throughout this course, many opportunities are available to post an initial response to a Discussion topic as well as to respond to your classmate’s responses. After you have completed the reading, post your initial response to the following Discussion. Your post should be at least 200–250 words in length and should extend the discussion of the group supported by your course materials and/or other academic resources. After you have submitted your initial post, review and respond to at least 2 of your classmates. Refer to the Discussion Board Rubric in the Syllabus for specific grading requirements. 
Single case designs are primarily qualitative studies that measure change over time in one participant. Researchers use qualitative data collection to note, in detail, the types of changes observed. Researchers use case studies to learn about individual change that occurs resulting from some treatment or intervention. There is much to learn from these studies. In this discussion, you will create a hypothetical case study that matches your major concentration (e.g., ABA, substance abuse, or child development). Read the scenario below that matches your major concentration. Base on the scenario that relates your major concentration, address the proceeding topics. 
Scenarios (Choose one based on your major concentration): 
Child Development: Anger Outbursts: Jarrod 
Jarrod (age 10, male) is in treatment at a child development center for anger management. Researchers visit this child development center regularly and have permission to conduct research on the clients (with client assent). Therapists are using a special strategy in addition to the regular anger management protocols. Therapists have invited you to come and study Jarrod to test the effectiveness of the strategy. 
Substance Abuse: Cocaine Treatment, Betty 
Betty (age 22, female) is in treatment in an outpatient substance abuse treatment facility. This is her second time at the center in two years and her counselors are worried that the current treatment does not seem to working. They want to study her individually to see if they can determine what is not working specifically in treatment. They want to study her to decide how to change the treatment protocols. They invite you to come and study Betty to see if there is a way to adjust the treatment to meet the needs of young adult women. 
Applied Behavior Analysis: Autism, Roberto 
Roberto (age 6, male) is in treatment for behaviors related to his autism at a child development center that specifically treats autistic children and teens. His behavior therapists are most worried that he is not engaging others in play or conversation. He still suffers temper tantrums when he cannot get what he needs, though he will not ask for anything. The therapists want to try a new behavior treatment with him; one that has not been used with many children yet. The Director of the center invites you to perform a case study on Roberto. His parents have already agreed to the study. 

Topics (Use the scenario that you choose above to address these topics):


Topic
What research question might a researcher develop using this scenario? 
	Propose a case study design and explain how you would collect data. 
	Write a sample of a note that a researcher might create while collecting data during a session (remember that qualitative research uses words to explain). 
	In response to your classmates, ask follow up questions, amend their designs if possible, and suggest ways to improve their designs. 
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I do not really have a Psychology concentration, but I have selected Applied Behavior Analysis:
 Autism, Roberto. Roberto is a 6 year old, autistic child who bursts out in temper tantrums whenever
 he wants something…even though he has not asked for anything. It is my job to formulate a research 
question, and to create a research study design.
My particular research question is: 
Can random outbursts of an autistic child be diffused using a bracelet that vibrates? 
My proposed case study design and how I’m going to collect data: 
My proposed case study design is the single-case experimental design.
I have chosen this design because it is more controlled than the case study design. This type of design 
also allows me to focus on the behavior of the individual (Maring); in this case, it is Roberto’s temper tantrums.
How I collect data is by creating a simple chart with baseline and treatment stages. For the first 10 days,
 I chart Roberto’s outbursts.
Before treatment:
Day 01- 5 outbursts
Day 02 -4
Day 03- 6
Day 04- 5
Day 05- 7
Day 06- 5
Day 07- 7
Day 08- 4
Day 09- 4
Day 10- 5
Treatment started:
Now, Roberto will wear a bracelet that monitors the part of his brain where his temper tantrums originate 
from. If his brain waves change, the bracelet will vibrate. The idea is that autistic children are usually 
extremely sensitive to external stimuli, and that the bracelet will divert his attention from the onset of a
 meltdown; thus, in the end, acting as a sort of conditioning mechanism. 
Day 11- 5 outbursts
Day 12- 4 
Day 13- 5
Day 14- 3
Day 15- 3
Day 16- 2
Day 17- 2
Day 18- 1
Day 19- 1
Day 20- 0
My sample researcher note: 
Before treatment
How long do the temper tantrums last?
The temper tantrums last from 5 to 15 minutes.
What usually brings on the temper tantrums?
The outbursts happen randomly doing any part of the day. 
Are there any regular external events that trigger the temper tantrums?
No, there are no single events responsible for Roberto's outbursts.
Can Roberto go back to doing whatever it was before the temper tantrum?
Yes, he seems to pick up with whatever he was doing before the temper tantrum.
After treatment

Are the temper tantrums shorter or longer?
They are noticeably shorter.
Does the vibrating bracelet work on reducing temper tantrums?
Yes, by the end of the study, the tantrums have been reduced to zero.
Maring, Kimberly. (n.d.). PS300 Research Methods 1 Unit 5 – Single Case Design. Retrieved March 3, 2013, from 
http://docsharing.next.ecollege.com/(NEXT(9e626be867))/Main/CourseMode/DocSharing/ListCategoriesAndFilesVi
ew.ed#PS300-02" http://docsharing.next.ecollege.com/(NEXT(9e626be867))/Main/CourseMode/DocSharing/ListCategoriesAndFilesVi
ew.ed#PS300-02 U5 Seminar Single Case Studies.pptx
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A few unrelated, but awesome, articles I've come across:

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-1279988/Artificial-life-created-Craig-Venter
--wipe-humanity.html" http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-1279988/Artificial-life-created-Craig-Venter
--wipe-humanity.html 

http://www.popsci.com/science/article/2011-02/water-flea-genome-most-complex-yet-and-m
ay-help-scientists-study-organisms-response-stress" http://www.popsci.com/science/article/2011-02/water-flea-genome-most-complex-yet-and-m
ay-help-scientists-study-organisms-response-stress 
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Good post! Your research question and general assessment of Jarrod’s
 anger management meets the case study design criteria.

I do have a few questions though. I noticed you have research note questions.

My questions:
Did you chart how often Jarrod was acting out?
Did you chart what exactly was causing Jarrod’s anger besides him reflecting?

Something outside of the research questions, do you recommend any ways 
that Jarrod can channel his anger?
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Hi Roberto, your case study design meets the case study design criteria. I am not really a psych major, but I do have a few questions.

Can you elaborate on the 5 point scale picture you mention in your research question? How will that be used in your study?

In our research note questions, what kind of things are Roberto’s family supplying him to reduce his temper tantrums? Is it food? Or is it perhaps his favorite toy?

Did you chart Roberto’s outbursts into a baseline and treatment chart?
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Totally agree with you in a real world scenario, except this is an experimental procedure that has been tried only a few patients.
As stated in the case study, 
The therapists want to try a new behavior treatment with him; one that has not been used with many children yet. The Director of the center invites you to perform a case study on Roberto. His parents have already agreed to the study.
So, what we did was give Roberto an EEG. And based upon the new concept of Network Analysis, we were able to determine exactly where in Roberto’s brain the temper tantrums originate from, or we could just say the parts of the brain that become highly active during his outbursts.
The second part is diverting his attention. Of course, a few manual approaches were thought about---like trying to communicate with him directly, providing him food, or his favorite toy; however, these seemed like second best method compared to the more automated approach of the bracelet and simple conditioning; many of the manual ways were already be utilized by the parents, and just seemed to have marginal success---thus the need for our scientific experiment.
In the mock experiment, it was a success; after three few months of wearing the bracelet, Roberto was not only cured of the random outbursts, but also no longer needed to wear the bracelet.
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